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I found hundreds of them but wrote down my favorite ones. What I like about quotes is that they are often so
true. I wanted to create a list of the best cat quotes as I never done something similar on my blog. This is not
only a list of funny cat quotes, they are additionally also brutally true quotes and some of them really made me
laugh. Hope you will enjoy the list, hope it will make you smile tooâ€¦ 1. Time spent with cats is never wasted.
As every cat owner knows, nobody owns a cat. Ellen Perry Berkeley 3. Any household with at least one feline
member has no need for an alarm clock. Cats are intended to teach us that not everything in nature has a
purpose. Cats seem to go on the principle that it never does any harm to ask for what you want. Joseph Wood
Krutch 6. In ancient times cats were worshipped as gods; they have not forgotten this. Cats have it all;
admiration, an endless sleep, and company only when they want it. Miguel de Cervantes 9. The problem with
cats is that they get the exact same look on their face whether they see a moth or an axe-murderer. I had been
told that the training procedure with cats was difficult. Mine had me trained in two days. A cat is a puzzle for
which there is no solution. One cat just leads to another. Intelligence in the cat is underrated. Cats have the
courage to live by them. A cat has absolute emotional honesty; human beings, for one reason or another, may
hide their feelings, but a cat does not. Cats are connoisseurs of comfort. I love cats because I love my home
and after a while they become its visible soul. People that hate cats will come back as mice in their next life.
The cat is above all things, a dramatist. Kittens are born with their eyes shut. They open them in about six
days, take a look around, then close them again for the better part of their lives. People meeting for the first
time suddenly relax if they find they both have cats. And plunge into anecdote. In the middle of a world that
had always been a bit mad, the cat walks with confidence. The trouble with a kitten is that eventually it
becomes a cat. People who love cats have some of the biggest hearts around. Authors like cats because they
are such quiet, lovable, wise creatures, and cats like authors for the same reasons. If you are worthy of its
affection, a cat will be your friend, but never your slave. The ideal of calm exists in a sitting cat. You can not
look at a sleeping cat and feel tense. The mathematical probability of a common cat doing exactly as it pleases
is the one scientific absolute in the world. The key to a successful new relationship between a cat and human is
patience. The man who carries a cat by the tail learns something that can be learned in no other way. If you
would know what a cat is thinking about, you must hold its paw in your hand for a long time. A cat allows you
to sleep on the bed. Jenny de Vries All cats like being the focus of attention. A meow massages the heart.
Stuart McMillan Not enough? Check out the additional list of 30 absolutely interesting cat quotes.
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I have no soul. Benson Once upon a time in a park in an unknown city, there lived an angry talking gumball
machine and his name is Benson. Powers and Skills Short Temper - Benson is characterized by his extreme
mood swings. Some notable examples are "Think Positive" when Benson almost killed himself and others
because he got so angry, that he went into a freak fireball, and when he finally cracked, he yelled at Mordecai
and Rigby so hard that they temporarily became tone-deaf. Also, in "Busted Cart," he got so mad at Mordecai
and Rigby for pit-stopping at an arcade while he was asleep that he actually cried. He is shown to be
somewhat psychotic, as he has a tendency to flip out in anger, a running gag in the series. An example is in
"Jinx," when Rigby threw trash at him. Benson flipped out by throwing a trash can into the sky and kicking it
angrily. Benson has also gotten physical with Mordecai and Rigby in "The Best Burger in the World," when
he kicked them onto the ground. Determined - Benson is very single-minded, which only poses as a detriment
for himself, as seen in "Peeps," "Fortune Cookie," "Think Positive," " Piece Kit," and several other episodes.
Drummer - In "This Is My Jam," it is shown that Benson has a mysterious past where he was formerly a very
skilled drummer. And in " Piece Kit," he proved that he could drum better than a robot with his piece kit. Stick
Hockey Expert - Benson also has a mysterious past where he was a very skilled stick hockey player known as
"The Death Dragon," as seen in "Stick Hockey. Motorcyclist - In "Busted Cart," Mordecai and Rigby ditch
Benson at an arcade, and drive off toward the cart dealership, so Benson asks a guy with a motorcycle how
much he wants for the bike. He then takes it, and drives full speed trying to catch up to Mordecai and Rigby.
Stingy - Benson is shown to be an occasional cheapskate to his workers. Despite obliging everyone to show up
at Karaoke Night, he only offers to treat them with one song each, so the food and drinks are on them. He also
demands Rigby to pay for the crate of eggs he took during Halloween. But during his streak of good luck in
the episode "Fortune Cookie," he buys the whole cart of food for the gang in the restaurant. The dog belonged
to Benson. Lonely - Benson can possibly be looking for a date. In "Grilled Cheese Deluxe," there is a hidden
cameo in which Benson is looking at a page on the Internet with other Gumball machines, but this is only
shown for two seconds. Pinball Expert - Benson was shown to be an expert at pinball in "The Christmas
Special," He played a pinball machine so the gang could cross the bridge to the lava pit. Partying - Benson
finally cut loose after successfully asking Audrey out in "Party Re-Pete" that he was abducted by Party Savers
and forced to serve them in clone-form as "Party Benson. Get to work now! Death Battle Pre Fight One sunny
afternoon in the park, everyone was having a good time. There were people having picnics, playing soccer,
running on the track, etc. Nothing was ever going to go wrong today Until a loud noise was be heard. The
noise was revealed to coming from Squidward playing his clarinet while sitting on a bench in the middle of
the park. Squidward stops playing his clarinet for a moment and turns towards the direction of the voice.
Squidward gets extremely furious by this and they both get into a combat stance. Fight Squidward rushes
towards Benson and starts pummeling him with his tentacles, but Benson ducks the last hit and jabs squidward
in his eye. Benson then slams his fist into his stomach and kicks squidward to the the ground. Squidward lays
on the ground groaning, as Benson walks up to him and points and laugh at him. Squidward gets up and
performs a karate kick on Benson, sending him into a shed. While in the shed, Benson spots his crossbow and
gets an idea. Meanwhile Squidward was waiting impatiently for Benson to come out. Suddenly several arrows
came flying towards him, squidward dodges them by ducking to the ground and gets up and sees Benson
coming towards him with a crossbow in his hands. Benson then fires more arrows towards Squidward, but
squidward manages to evade the arrows by jumping into the air and performing a drop kick on Benson,
sending him to the ground. Benson gets up and starts running towards the garage. Benson was able to make it
to the garage and shuts the door behind him, squidward catches up and starts pounding on the door. Suddenly
squidward hears a noise coming from inside. Just then Benson bursts from the garage on his motorcycle and
runs squidward right over. Squidward gets up from the ground, growls in anger, and starts to chase after
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Benson. He thinks for moment and suddenly remembers something, he then pulls out a piece of paper, writes
on it, and his body starts to glow. Benson then sees a large muscular version of squidward wearing a costume
approaching him. Benson stares at him for a second and then rides off on his motorcycle. Sour note then
begins to play his clarinet that produces a large sound wave towards Benson. Benson suddenly crashes into a
tree, damaging his motorcyle in the proccess. Sour note walks over Benson and begins to laugh at his
misfortune, Benson however was so twisted in rage that he began to shout. Sour note then sees Benson
floating up to the air as a ball of fire reaching his boiling point, he then begins to yell. The struggle was so
intense that it caused a earthquake and everyone near the area fled from the scene as an explosion begins to
form. The figures are revealed to be Sour note and Benson, Sour note gets off the ground and looks around.
Sour note starts to gloat in victory and does a victory dance. Anyway while Benson may have had the arsenal
advantage, but squidward had him in both strength and durability. So Benson had no chance in killing
squidward.
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Buy The Soul of a Cat: And Other Stories. With Illustrations by Henrietta Ronner and from Photographs on
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Read "The soul of a cat, and other stories" by Margaret Benson with Rakuten Kobo.
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Find great deals for The Soul of a Cat and Other Stories by Margaret Benson (, Paperback). Shop with confidence on
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the soul of a cat and other stories by margaret benson at www.enganchecubano.com - the best online ebook storage.
Download and read online for free the soul of a cat and other stories by margaret benson.

9: TOP 10 QUOTES BY MARGARET BENSON | A-Z Quotes
Quotes â€º Authors â€º M â€º Margaret Benson â€º A plate is distasteful to a A plate is distasteful to a cat, a newspaper
still worse; they like to eat sticky pieces of meat sitting on a cushioned chair or a nice Persian rug.
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